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About This Game

Glitches are trapped in the city! Go city witch, fly between rooftops to light the ancient runes of power. Light them to complete
the ritual and set the glitches free.

Beware! Glitches take on many forms. They haunt the rooftops as traps, spooks, and dark things that skitter. Scaredy cats will
block your path and fearsome beasts will face you. Learn their movements to outwit them, and you'll progress to new cities with

new challenges.
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Cityglitch is a game of small, bite-sized puzzles. Take turns moving around the board as glitches move and react to you. If a
glitch catches you it will restart the level, but don't worry, with each attempt you'll learn more clues to complete it. Cityglitch

starts with simple puzzles but ramps up quickly to challenge you!

How to play:

Each puzzle is a 5x5 board of tiles

Press on your character to see available moves

Click to move to any tile that you can reach

You can move any number of tiles in a straight line (like a queen in chess)

Pass over runes to light them

Light all the runes to complete the level

Avoid enemies by understanding their movements

Use UNDO to go back one turn

Use RESTART to try the level again

Complete levels in the fewest possible turns to master them

Features:

Simple point and click controls

Easy to play but offers deep challenge

95 tricky levels across 7 cities

Fierce boss encounters

Big shimmering pixels and glitchy shaders
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Synthy atmospheric soundtrack

Steam achievements

Optional turn count display with mastery goal

Optional low graphics mode, with reduced shimmering

Easily resizable window: play while watching streams or queueing for games

Developer Note:

Mindfungus is four friends making games together. We like to make small games with our weird art and music. If you like retro
puzzle games with vibrant pixels, simple movement and devious challenge then Cityglitch is for you.

If you have any problems playing the game or just want to say hi then hit us up on the forums, twitter, or our website. Thanks
for reading, we hope you enjoy the game.
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pewter city glitch. hidden city glitch. smashy city glitch. city glitch aesthetic. jubilife city glitch. lumiose city glitch. forgotten
city glitch. simcity glitch. vice city glitch. city glitch game. mafia city glitch. city glitch gif. meep city glitch. calebcity glitch.
cerulean city glitch. monkey city glitch. neon city glitch. bullet force city glitch. city glitch. blackwater city glitch. lego city
glitch. arkham city glitch. mad city glitch. pocket city glitch. end city glitch. city glitch apk. diamond city glitch. bit city glitch.
super city glitch. city glitch effect. city glitch android. airport city glitch. speed city glitch. dragon city glitch. ghost city glitch.
viridian city glitch. sunset city glitch. electro city glitch. crowd city glitch. dreaming city glitch. crime city glitch

Very short but extremely well done !
Great story and atmosphere !
Do it, it's free !!

Runs perfectly with a Rift.. Grandpa Bill lays down some punishment and *may* have embellished the story a little bit. A great
wave shooter with many stages, weapons, and a whole lot of character.. This game sucks because the dev hasn't updated it in 2
years and the game doesn't have much content to play at all.. DISCLAIMER: I got this game in a pick-your-own bundle. I do not
know if that counts as free, so I said yes just in case. I did pay for the bundle (obviously).

So far I'm enjoying Warsim. Sure, I've only played a little while, but it's more fun than I imagined.

The soundtrack has a few good songs but is otherwise lackluster.

Obviously it's pretty low graphics, but the writing makes this not a problem. It IS a text-based game, after all, and the text is very
well-written. I've found one spelling error and no grammatical errors so far. You can see the care put into some of the ASCII art
faces. (Apparently those are randomly generated, but that took a lot of programming for such a small game.)

The gameplay is well done, though I imagine it will get slightly more repetitive in the future. The system is simple enough for a
child with a decent vocabulary to understand. Heck, you could probably teach a kid common tabletop roleplaying lingo using
this game and a dictionary. It does seem to be mathematically balanced thus far.

Overall, I recommend this for any fans of text-based games, fantasy literature, and ESPECIALLY tabletop roleplayers and
wargamers.

UPDATE: I would like to add that, in what little time I've had this game, the developer has released two large, content-heavy
updates. He clearly cares about the game, and wants to see it succeed. The developer is putting a lot of work into this, and it's
turning out quite well.. frankly i would not recommend this game in the slightest. this game was a total let down due to the lack
of content. i beat the game in 3 hours and half of that was me just screwing around exploring. I'm quite disappointed i paid $20
for this and I can't even return it now.. First found out about this VN back in 2013\/2014, whenever the anime shorts of it aired.
The anime was cute and the VN art is amazing so I was looking forward to SP bringing this over.

It's a typical, but enjoyable SoL RomCom with a hint of drama and a cast of cute characters that mesh really well. The
soundtrack is also pretty nice to listen to and doesn't get stale. The plot proceeds in a day-by-day fashion with occasional
timeskips (like from a school day to that weekend date). Any drama really doesn't happen until after you finish the common
route and get on one of the main 4 girls' routes, but it's not TOO heavy given that this is a RomCom first after all. The pacing
can sometimes be a bit random, but I find it makes for good comedic effect most of the time. Also they use heart-pupils for
comedic effect occasionally so if that's your thing go for it lol.

There are 4 girls to choose from, which is quite easy given that choices are usually obvious and are binary:

Kaoruko - the very nice and adorable student council president who is slightly airheaded. She's very compassionate and all-
around enjoyable. Also the main girl of the 4. I usually don't even think much of anime girls like her and she still caught my
attention.

Ashe - the tsundere of the game and the vice president (aka Kaoruko's right hand woman). Her tsundere-ometer isn't maxed out
and generally her tsun only comes in when appropriate. It's not like every interaction of hers is full of tsun, b-baka! (forgive me
for the terrible joke). I think she's one of the better well-written tsunderes because being tsundere really isn't her main selling
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point. It helps define her personality

Toa - MC's BLOOD-RELATED younger sister you sick \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \/s. Doesn't help how subservient MC is to
her. She's a lazy NEET super-programmer and makes the most money in the house (hence her 5\/6 monitor setup at the foot of
her bed).

Mihiro - Toa's childhood friend who, by extension, is also MC's childhood friend. Also best girl. Fite me. Her family runs a
restaurant called Miyase's, after their family name. It also happens to be located pretty much right across the street. She's very
teasing and playful, but still a good friend when it matters. I love how the game switches to her POV occasionally on her route.
It adds so much to her character compared to the other girls.

Overall I'd give it 8-8.5\/10. Very enjoyable game.
The puzzles are hard sometimes but not frustrating.
Well done.. Can't even activate the game with the CD-key from steam.
A shining example of why DRM is a waste of time and money.

0/10. Pillaging and looting in style!. Enjoyable game, and even with my way of playing these kind of games (which can be
compared to a monkey smashing at a typewriter) I managed to beat all difficulties without having to try again and again. The
writing&characted development fell a bit short every once in a while but the opening art and start made up for that and
everything else was neat.
Very short game, so recommended even if you don't like these sort of games but have to kill 10min of your time.
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good game with good backgrounds , very well drawn characters with colorful and fun personalities including the two riders of
the story , atmosphere songs , interesting story , good bug monster design ,well placed select how the story to continue . i
recommend this game it was fun and i enjoy it enough to wish to make this comment holping the creators see it and be all nice
and fuzzy inside for someone enjoying what they done. meow. One of the best mods I have played in a long time outstaning
mod 10/10.. you austen for gifting me this
. look mom, i'm a rave!. DO NOT BUY. Not even at 75% off. I had lots of texture issues. The friend I bought it for to play
multiplayer with had install issues. No communication with other players in multi, not even text. The studio is toast so no
patches. I wish I could get a refund.

Play Dungeons and Dragons Online instead.. A tower/bridge building game where you need to get two rats across dangerous
cliffs and saw blades to the precious cheese for consumption.

This game is based on bridge builders and other apps of that similar nature and does it relatively well, the physics are sorta wierd
and don't always make sense but it is a game about rats with clothing and briefcases looking for cheese in dangerous worlds.

The art and music are decent, nothing overly special but suit the game just well.

3 different chapters are available and have about 10-15 levels each, taking you about 1 hour per chapter (more so if you find 1
particular episode hard)

Its relaxing and easy gameplay and user friendly, with hints and contruction help along the way. The one thing I have to say that
makes me not recommend this game is the insane price for such a small, short and simple game. 12$ is incrediby overprice for a
game worst maybe 5$. Complete review killer right there.

Personal Rating: 2/5. Being a football (American) fan and a Madden player for 20 years I wanted a different type of football
game. I couldn't find anything outside of an emulator for a football type game. I researched Blood Bowl and while it seems cool,
it just doesn't suit my style of strategy and sport simulation.
I bought Frozen Synapse a year ago and had a lot of fun playing that title, so I felt this game could be a great mix of tactics and
sports feel.
With this game, I am able to release my inner coach mind into my team of 5....robot athletes. The visuals are really good, and
the gameplay is good, for an early access title.
The game modes for single player are AI skirmishes which are fun, and challenging but limited.
No story or career mode, but I am sure there is one to tie in sooner or later.
The multiplayer is way off....line?. No one on the servers.Correction: one player was on and invited me to a game, played 1 turn
and went offline. I was so excited to play against a human, but never got the full blooded chance, yet.
The best thing about this game is the strategy to fully control every robots pattern, without the Madden dogsheetery to come
along with it. I am happy with the purchase, and will put in well over 17 hours (1$ an hr) to make this game worth my money
and time.
At it's current state it's a 7\/10. With a story mode and more customization options it can easily be a 10\/10 title.
If you like Madden and\/or FS you will enjoy this game.. As a person who played and also reviewed the first game as well, this
time I see the game is much more functional and richer. This time there are 24 new girls. The art, music and all other effects are
pretty cool. They resolved the background issues from the first game, it is less painful for the eyes now. And I am so glad to see
that they finally added a reference picture as it should be in a real jigsaw puzzle environment. The timer and faded copy image
are now optional, which are also other nice improvements. There is also a score system depends on these two features. Your
score gets higher if you enable timer and disable copy image. I think it is the best jigsaw game available on Steam, but could be
better if they also add a feature like rotating puzzle pieces.. First of all I want to say Thank You for a good-classic RTS game.
But at the start we saw only ONE faction. It was a huge disappointment for me. If we turn back in time we will see that in
previous games of yours (Westwood) were three factions at the start with unique campaigns. And what we see now - really fun-
to-play old-style RTS game comes with only one faction. But you heard your fans and released a new one fation which is really
looks like the Brotherhood of NOD from C&C. And it is good. But it should be at the start! And you are selling this campaign
which SHOULD be at the start. Petroglyph, I really like all what you have created for more than past 20 years. I really enjoy
playing RTS video games. But I am disappointed with your actions. DO NOT BE LIKE EA. I believe that you will read this and
understand something.

PS: Do not be angry at me for my english, it is not my native language.
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